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A missile strike had just toppled an a--djoining hilltop and fiery smoke began to rise. Parents are usually strict
and demand great devotion. Soon after that my parents had my older brother, than my twin brother and I. Rice
is nearly a staple and pasta is popular. The Lebanon national rugby union team represents Lebanon in
international rugby union, and is governed by the Lebanon Rugby Union. We were there for two weeks every
summer. Performance Arts. It was probably the best two weeks out of the whole year. It was a big challenge
for me because I was so used to watching TV every day and using the phone to talk to friends, and playing
video games. Salt harvesting from the Mediterranean Sea is an ancient tradition in many coastal Lebanese
cities.. Pork is less popular, since it is forbidden under Islamic law. However, the extended family is also very
important and often functions as a social security system. I went to church every Sunday every since I was a
little girl. In Lebanon there are not many options. Death and the Afterlife. Lebanese cuisine is similar to those
of many countries in the Eastern Mediterranean, such as Syria , Turkey , Greece , and Cyprus. Furniture is
often a mixture of Arabic, Italian, European, and American styles. Definitely explore the souks in Sour Tyre
and Tripoli, and inquire about specialty shops wherever you go on your journey through Lebanon. Symbols of
Social Stratification. Third, the results of the research carried out will be presented and discussed as well as
interpreted, before concluding with the limitations of this study as well as its implications for further research.
To list a few, time constraints did not allow enough questionnaires to be collected thus making the statistical
analyses less credible. Political Life Government. The religious beliefs of Lebanese include severalâ€¦. I was
disillusioned with this land and began to draw away from it, not wanting to be a part of it. Only the bravest
women in my culture stand up to their families or husbands and choose to be independent. Food and
commodities products are more cultural. Lebanese history is very rich and full of invasions and struggles to
freedom time after time, and this has left pride in Lebanese people of their past and determination to continue
the same path in moralities and values regarding the country and their freedom. Additionally, the new
government has placed much emphasis on secular holidays, particularly Id Il-Jaysh , which celebrates the
accomplishments of the Lebanese Army. Basketball - Basketball is one of the most popular sports in Lebanon[
citation needed ]. Police as well as the Forces of General Security uphold the law on the streets.


